EXPLORE THE HBS “CONFRONTING CLIMATE CHANGE” EXHIBIT — SHARE TOP TAKEAWAY ON TEAMS OR SLACK.

WATCH PROFESSOR GANDHI’S VIDEO SUMMARY OF THE CLIMATE FINANCE SHORT INTENSIVE PROGRAM.

TAKE THE HBS ENERGY QUIZ!

COMMIT TO 100% CLEAN, RENEWABLE ENERGY IN YOUR COMMUNITY.

SHARE AN IMAGE OF ENERGY/EMISSIONS REDUCTION IN ACTION ON TEAMS OR SLACK.

NATURE & ECOSYSTEMS

PLAN A VISIT TO HARVARD’S ARNOLD ARBORETUM (VIRTUAL OR IN-PERSON).

WATCH “BEEHIVES AND BUSINESS: WHY SUSTAINABILITY LEADERS ARE BRINGING BEES TO WORK.”

PLANT SOMETHING! AND/OR WATCH “GREEN ROOFS & GARDENING 101” FOR INSPIRATION.

PARTICIPATE IN THE CITY NATURE CHALLENGE AND POST YOUR PICTURES OF FlORA & FAUNA ON TEAMS OR SLACK.

EMISSIONS & ENERGY

WATCH THE HBS “DARK WATERS” PANEL AND LEARN HOW TO AVOID CHEMICALS OF CONCERN.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE WITH HBS WATER JEOPARDY.

PREVENT FOOD WASTE. TAKE THE #PANTRYCHALLENGE: COOK & SHARE YOUR FAVORITE “ZERO-WASTE” RECIPE.

CLEAN (OR DUST OFF) YOUR BIKE AT THIS HARVARD VIRTUAL WORKSHOP ON APRIL 21.

RIDE BLUE BIKES (WITH HARVARD DISCOUNTED MEMBERSHIP)!

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

WATCH “ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE, EXPLAINED” VIDEO.

WATCH HARVARD / GRCX VIDEO: “OUR HISTORY — UNDERSTANDING THE CONTEXT BEHIND TODAY’S CLIMATE INJUSTICES AND OUR HEALTH.”

WATCH THE HBS STUDENT SUSTAINABILITY ASSOCIATES ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE CAMPAIGN VIDEO.

WATCH AMANDA GORMAN (AB 2020) IN HER “EARTHRISE” CLIMATE JUSTICE VIDEO AND POEM.

HEALTH & WELL-BEING

CELEBRATE EARTH DAY VIRTUALLY WITH HBS DINING SUSTAINABLE WINES AND PLANT-BASED MEALS TO REDUCE YOUR GHG “FOOD-PRINT.”

LEARN HOW HARVARD’S FOSSIL FUEL-FREE GOAL IS A COMMITMENT TO HUMAN HEALTH.

PARTICIPATE IN A SHAD FITNESS HEALTH AND WELLNESS ACTIVITY (VIRTUAL OR IN-PERSON).

USE EWG’S HEALTHY LIVING APP FOR SAFER PRODUCTS.

CAMPUS OPERATIONS

WATCH THE HBS “DARK WATERS” PANEL AND LEARN HOW TO AVOID CHEMICALS OF CONCERN.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE WITH HBS WATER JEOPARDY.

PREVENT FOOD WASTE. TAKE THE #PANTRYCHALLENGE: COOK & SHARE YOUR FAVORITE “ZERO-WASTE” RECIPE.

CLEAN (OR DUST OFF) YOUR BIKE AT THIS HARVARD VIRTUAL WORKSHOP ON APRIL 21.

RIDE BLUE BIKES (WITH HARVARD DISCOUNTED MEMBERSHIP)!

CULTURE & LEARNING

TAKE THE HARVARD SUSTAINABILITY PLEDGE: THREE ACTIONS, THREE DAYS.

ATTEND “STAYING UNDER THE 1.5°C THRESHOLD: THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT, BUSINESS, AND SOCIETY” ON APRIL 22.

VISIT GREEN.HARVARD FOR MORE EVENTS.

SHARE YOUR LATEST SUSTAINABILITY ACTIONS: TEAMS | SLACK

QUESTIONS? SUSTAINABILITY@HBS.EDU